A b s t r a c t. The article presents the notion of detection of overt or tacit collusion equilibrium in the context of choice of the appropriate econometric method, which is determined by the amount of information that the observer possesses. There has been shown one of the collusion markers coherent with an equilibrium of the proper model of strategic interaction -the presence of structural disturbances in the price process variance for phases of collusion and competition. The Markov Switching Model with switching of variance regimes has been proposed as a proper theoretical method detecting that type of changes without prior knowledge of switching moments. In order to verify the effectiveness of the method it has been applied to a series of lysine market prices throughout and after termination of its manufacturers' collusion.
Introduction
The equilibrium of players' collusion in the industry may occur as a consequence of players' strategic interaction of the overt or tacit collusion nature. Although these two types of interaction are described by means of different models of game theory with various informative assumptions, their equilibriums are characterized by similar consequences for the industry, i.e.: a) the occurrence players' market power leading to the loss of social wealth (above-normal PCM), b) the limitation of competition and the impediment of the industry development .
The article presents one of collusion markers resulting from the theoretical model of tacit collusion, which is price rigidity in the collusion phase, and proposes the application of the Markov Switching Model of MS-AR-GARCH type in order to detect structural changes in market price variance, and thereby to verify the presence of the aforementioned marker. The preliminary verification of usefulness of the proposed econometric method constitutes a research problem. For this purpose, in the empirical section there has been applied the proposed model for a series of market prices of cartel players -lysine manufacturers.
Collusion and Its Quantitative Detection
Collusion constitutes a serious problem in the market economy. If we take into account only overt collusion (mainly in the area of English-speaking reporting) between 1990 -2005, 283 cartels were confirmed (so called hard core cartels) with national and global scope of operation, however, it has been estimated that as little as 30% of overt collusion are detected and punished. There are no data concerning tacit collusion. The above mentioned 283 cartels influenced sales of 2.1 trillion USD, caused unjustifiable price overcharge of the value of 500 bn USD and were punished with pecuniary penalty of the nominal value amounting to 25.4 bn USD (Connor, Helmers, 2006) .
Taking into account the fact how common and harmful such collusion is, it seems natural that it should be quickly detected. Unfortunately, although theoretical models of overt or tacit collusion are described very well as research hypotheses concerning players' behavior, their empirical verification presents great difficulties. It happens mainly due to the fact that the players participating in collusion have an advantageous position over the observer in the form of private information. Moreover, the resources of public statistics are frequently very humble on the disaggregation level of the industry or individual players. Thus, it is not difficult to ascertain that econometric methods, that are, on the one hand, economical as far as the use of statistical data is concerned, and, on the other hand, coherent with the model hypothesis, are particularly valuable. Currently known econometric methods of detection can be divided into direct and indirect methods: a) direct -the assessment of strategy profile in equilibrium that is consistent with the assumed collusion model, verification of the hypothesis on conformity with theoretical equilibrium, b) indirect -measurement and/or identification of market power or detection of so called collusion markers (non-competitive behaviors), i.e, certain, characteristic for collusion, disorders concerning: − the relation between players' prices and market demand changes, − price and market share stability, − the relation between players' prices, − investment in production capacity.
When it comes to statistical data, group a) methods are very demanding, their applications are very rare and they are possible only in specific circumstances 1 . Group b) methods are much more common. The following basic methods are enumerated in the order of intensity of the use of statistical data: − the study of structural changes in price volatility , − non-parametric method based on revealed preferences, − the Osborne -Pitchik test, − the study of asymmetry of price reactions, − Hall's method, − the assessment of residual demand elasticity, − the Panzar -Rosse method, − CPM method.
Price Disorders Characteristic for Collusion
One of the most promising collusion markers are markers that are based on the analysis of changes in price processes and/or market shares. In accordance with known tacit collusion models:
1. the player's (players') price and supply are negatively correlated, the price is ahead of the demand cycle, the stochastic process of market price undergoes changes of the regime type (Green, Porter, 1984; Rotemberg, Saloner, 1986; Haltiwanger, Harrington, 1991) , 2. the price process variance is on average lower for collusion phases and may undergo changes of the regime type (Athey, Bagwell, Sanchirico, 2004; Connor, 2004; Abrantes-Metz, Froeb, Geweke, Taylor, 2006; Bolotova, Connor, Miller, 2008) , The application marker 2 is particularly promising in practice. It is justified by the fact that the requirements for this marker concerning data are very little (market price is sufficient) and it has clear theoretical justification. Lower price volatility in the collusion phase results directly from the equilibrium properties of SPPE type (symmetric perfect public equilibrium) of the price super-game with standard assumption concerning sufficiently high discount rate. For the strategy profile in the equilibrium of this game, players: − achieve higher payments than in competitive equilibrium (cartel payments), − in the collusion phase, players' prices are insensitive to costs shocks (players avoid price changes, even at the cost of effectiveness, not to cause switching to penalty phase).
It should be noted that the necessity of using a number of observations including both competition and collusion phases and high product homogeneity of the analyzed trade is one of the marker's drawbacks.
Econometric Method Verifying Marker's Presence
The works conducted so far that are connected with collusion detection on the basis of the detection of structural changes in variance included the application of the descriptive statistics methods for the comparison of variance level in collusion and competition phases (Abrantes-Metz, Froeb, Geweke, Taylor, 2006) and the application of ARCH / GARCH specification for the market price process together with additional 0-1 variable describing collusion and competition phases (Bolotova, Connor, Miller, 2008, further BCM ) .
This paper suggests using the Markov Switching Model of MS(M)(AR(p))GARCH(p,q) type as an econometric method verifying the marker for the variance and/or the average (constant) of the price process 2 . The application of this model has the following advantages: − it is theoretically coherent with the structure of equilibrium strategy of the super-game model, − it allows to model structural changes of process variance directly, without the use of additional artificial variables; such modeling is not possible in, e.g. ARCH / GARCH specification, − it is coherent with informative asymmetry between cartel members and the observer. MS(AR)GARCH specification does not require observation (knowledge) of the state variable, thus it may be used for actual detection of variance regimes and objective determination of switching moments, that is the detection of collusion and competition phases. The form of the general MS(M)(AR(p))GARCH(p,q) model is a development version of a wellknown MS model (Hamilton, 1989; Hamilton, Susmel, 1994; Krolzig, 1998; Stawicki, 2004; Davidson, 2004) . The application of the model with regimes in variance refers mainly to high frequency data, such as currency rates, rates of return from financial instruments, prices of electric energy 3 .
The general form of switching model which has been applied can be written down as 4 : 
The conditional variance equation (2) uses ARCH(∞) specification which also includes models of GARCH (p,q) class. In model (1), (2) 
The probability that the observed process t y is in the state j in the period t is presented by means of the filtering (updating) equation:
where t Ω signifies the entire information available at moment t, and:
where transition probability ij p constitutes M(M-1) parameters to be estimated.
The form of conditional density function of observed variable:
), , | (. 
The maximization of function (5) is conducted by means of a very well known method, Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Krolzig, 1998, p. 8) .
Empirical Verification
The collusion of lysine producers 5 was proved in 1996. The test includes monthly average lysine prices on the USA market in the period between 01/90 -06/96 6 . Within this period, on the basis of collected evidence (Connor, 2001 ) the following phases may be distinguished (Table 1) . The purpose of the empirical research is to check to what degree the model with the proposed specification may be used to detect changes of the regime type in the variance of the process generating data, and thereby detect collusion phases. Such verification is possible due to the knowledge of the collusion history, provided that this case has been correctly determined (i.e., no significant evidence was omitted during the trial). Initially, there was verified a hypothesis on variances equality for two comparable phases. Table 2 summarizes this step. On the basis of the test it can be ascertained that variances in both phases are significantly different. Next, the properties of the examined series were checked in terms of the distribution characteristics and autocorrelation, stationarity and homoscedasticity of residuals. The results of this part of research are included in Table 3 . The series is skewed, the hypothesis of normal distribution was rejected and by means of test with different configuration of hypotheses the series stationarity was confirmed. After removing autocorrelation, there is explicit heteroscedasticity of a random component, which indicates relations in the variance which were not included in the model. In the next stage of the research a number of models of MS(k)(AR(p))GARCH(p,q) type was constructed and estimated with the use of maximum likelihood method. The best results, when it comes to the model properties, were achieved for MS(2)(AR(2))GARCH(1;0) specification in the form of: This specification assumes controlling the observable price process through non-observable stochastic process of state variable s t , which is assumed to be a homogeneous Markov chain of two states and proper matrix of transition probabilities between states. A constant and unconditional error variance are parameter which depends on the regime. Moreover, regardless of the regime, the average of a series is described by AR(2) process, whereas, GARCH(1;0) component is present in the variance. Table 4 shows estimation results. The most essential question is whether the proposed model may serve the assumed objective, i.e. collusion detection. It can be estimated on the basis of precision of regime detection. Figure 1 shows the values of the observed variable and smoothed probabilities for regime 1 (i.e. conditional probabilities of the process is in state s 1 , while taking into account information from the entire sample) respectively, together with marked collusion phases. One can notice significant conformity of changes detected by the model in the variance regime and the average with the observed collusion phases (particularly in the case of phase 2 which is detected almost ideally). The values of the average variance of an error term in regime 1 is more than 2.5 times bigger than in regime 2 which is consistent with the assumed theoretical hypothesis. Probabilities p ii of maintaining in the "competition" and "collusion" states are high, which well replicates the structure of profile of the equilibrium supergame strategies. Unfortunately, this model does not detect a regime change for other periods, which is connected with the fact that both the constant and variance undergo changes. Although the estimation of the value of the constant for the low variance regime (collusion phase) is significantly higher than for the competition regime, which may be confirmed by traditional understanding of price collusion, however, on the basis of regimes, generally speaking, the average price level, one cannot unambiguously draw conclusions concerning the type of equilibrium, without additional statistical information e.g. on demand level. Figure 2 presents the comparison of price levels and smoothed probabilities for the model which is not so well fitted (with switching exclusively in variance) but which detects particular phases in more unambiguous manner 7 .
Figure 2. Lysine prices and smoothed probabilities 7 Autoregressive component in switching model could bias signal of filtered probabilities if corrects other then gaussian disturbances of error term. See Lahiri, Whang, (1994) . Specification for this model is MS(2)-AR(1), Table 5 presents the estimation of parameters. is consistent with the history as far as proportion is concerned, the probability of switching from the competition phase to the collusion phase is higher and collusion stability is lower. If we compare both models in term of value ii p it turns out that model 2 is more consistent with the collusion history (the average collusion phase is 3.1 month long, whereas in the case of model 1 it is 16 months long)
Summary
The Markov switching model with the switching component in variance and/or GARCH process parameters has unquestionable theoretical advantages when it comes collusion detection on the basis of variance changes in the market price. On the basis of the empirical research, the correctness of the detection may be found at least in respect to variance regimes. The model in specification that is more advantageous in terms of process replication in better adjusted to data than models used in BCM work (taking into account value of log likelihood). It must be remembered, however, that empirical verification was based on one, although unique, but relatively short series of data. At the next stage of research, the accepted method should be tested on other empirical series (which is difficult due to difficulties in obtaining data) or on the series generated for various collusion strategy profiles.
